
BOARD OF HEALTH MINUTES  JULY 24, 2008  7:00 PM 
 
Present: David Merry, Erik Lowe, John Powers and George Sourati 
 
WELL APPROVED: Barbara Flynn 15-72 
 
DWA APPROVED: Elizabeth Schneider 32-32 upgrade cesspool with tank 41’ from existing well on 
locus. Ted Drier 23-5, Jerome Kenny 26-12.4 revised, Ken Vincent 31-102.1 revised, James Sylvia 17-
3.24 emergency upgrade. 
 
TITLE 5 INSPECTION REPORT FILED: Kenneth Francis 11-66 
 
BARN REVIEW: Omar Rayyan 17-14 
 
TENT PERMIT APPROVED: Zak Post 10-30.1 
 
LANDFILL/REFUSE DISTRICT: The Agent discussed the situation with the batteries that power the 
cash register at the LDO were replaced recently as per the old location in an insulated box. The batteries 
appear to have over heated in the box. The system components are being tested but the batteries will have 
to be replaced. The old batteries lasted 5+ years in the same insulated box. We are now using borrowed 
used batteries from solar tech, Trevor Lowther. 
 
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT: John reported on the health agents meeting with Island Emergency 
Managers Tuesday evening July 15th. The Agents and the MRC members are scheduled to meet with the 
West Tisbury Selectman August 6th.    
 
OLD/NEW BUSINESS: Hadden Blair’s resignation was noted, Email from Island Housing trust looking 
into drip irrigation for project on 11-82.4, Szakacs 30-2.63 letter from attorney read, No paper work from 
Vineyard Gardens 16-103 regarding drainage, Dolphin remains on beach have been buried. The Board 
voted to keep a seat on the Affordable Housing Committee, Island Grown Initiative’s The Mobile Poultry 
Processing Unit was looking to have 3 farms bring their chickens to a site at the Ag hall property to be 
processed. They need a license and approval from the MDPH, who has requested more information. The 
permit was denied but MDPH they will work with the promoters to help secure the proper permits. The 
Agent received a noise complaint late today regarding the grinding at John Keene’s 16-248 
 
BATHING BEACHES: Long Cove was closed to swimmers for one day due to elevated bacteria. Signs 
at CC Brook are still posted as well as the walkway entrance to Lamberts Cove Beach and the parking 
attendant’s bulletin board has a notice of the elevated bacteria in the Brook. The Agent received a 
complaint from swimmers at Seth’s pond that rats are on the beach between 5:00 and 8:00 PM. John 
checked out the complaint and found a barrel of garbage just on the other side of the chain link fence. The 
Highway department removed the barrel that had the bottom eaten away by the rats and County rodent 
controlled put some traps in the wood area on the other side of the chain link fence. Joe Schroeder and 
Park and Recreation department were notified and said they will check for garbage daily. John reported on 
a complaint they received regarding the Agents phone conversation about CC Brook  
 
PERMITS: Signed 



 
Correspondence noted 
 
IN MV Airport, MVC, DEP(3),Waste News, Rodent Control, Island Childrens School  
 
 
The meeting was closed at 8:17. Respectfully submitted John J. Powers, Health Agent 


